




























Support Activities for Animal Guide Volunteer ‘Gaku-gei-in Datcha’ at Yagiyama Zoo
Psychological and Environmental Requirements and Improvement Method for Forming Theme Community
Abstract
Yagiyama zoo volunteer animal guide, "Gaku-gei-in Datcha" is a theme community. Some 
members participated in the guide actively, but on the other hand, we could not accomplish 
enough organized activities. Because of we have organizational issues, about interaction and 
exchange among the members, and sharing information about the animal or guide activities.
In this paper, we interviewed the most active members to organize the current issues and 
requests from their remark, and considered for solving problems. As a result, the following 
information was obtained as a direction for the activation of future activities:
・To reduce a burden of the members psychological load
　　-Setting of the exchange opportunities of members and increasing the frequency
　　-Increasing the members to the proper number
・To improve information environment
　　-Improving of information sharing method, and developing of support tools
　　-Building up an effective cooperation system for Gaku-gei-in Datcha and supporters, 
　　and promoting mutual assistance
・To activate guide activity by environmental arrangement for increase number of willing 
volunteer
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